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By Jack IT.Itielsenand Edward W. Perkins
halytiml expression have been derived for the downwash
throughout the entire induced flow field of lifting triangles of
infinite chord with leading edges either in front of or behind the
Mach oone. These expressions have been detemined from the line-
pressure sotie theory of R. T. Jones and the lifting-trian@e
investigation’of H. J. Stewart. Based on these analytical results,
dowuwash charts have been prepared from which the downwash field
may he detemnined for any practioal oonibinationof leading-edge sweep
angle and flight Mach number. These darts for the lifting triangle
of infinite chord are basio to the solution for the downwash field
of any finite swept wing wherein the contributions of the tips and
the trailing edges are to be determined by the method of lift csm-
cellation as employed by Lagerstrom and others. ‘lTheconioal part
of the downwash is obtained from the oharts, and the nonconical
part must be obtained by other means suoh as the lift-cancellation
method.
ImRmu’cmoN
One of the prinoipal requirements for a rational analysis of
the longitudinal stability of aircraft is a Imowledge of the down–
wash field behind lifting surfaces. Theoretical methods based on
lifting-line theory for determining dowmwash for oonventi.onallifting
surfaces at subsonic speeds are well known. However, Mfore satis–
factory agreement between experiment and theory was obtained, the
theoretical.downwash had to be oorrected for the local effects of
the wake and the vertioal displacement of the trailing vortex sheet
(e.g., reference 1). The methods of referenoe 1 are applicable to
conventional airpknes throughout the suboritiml speed range by
use of the GlaueMrandtl rule (referenoe 2). No praotioal method
exists at present for the calculation of downwash in the superoritioal
speed range.
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Several nmthods based on solutions of the linearized cliffe~
ential equation of coqressible flow are available for determining
tb theoretical downwash at supersonic speeds. By the use of the
conical flow theory of Busemmn (reference 3), Lagerstrom in refer-
ence 4 has developed analytical expressions for the downwash field
of certain uniformly loaded MfMng surfaces. By superposition of
these lifting sufaces, Iagerstrom has determined the downwash field
of a flat rectangular wing and a flat trapezoidal wing. Iu addition
he has indicated a methcd for determining the effect on the downwash
field of adding a trailing edge to a lifting triangle of imfinite -
chord to form a finite wing. Heaslet and Lom3x (reference ~) have
detemnined the downwash for potits along the intersection of the
chord plane with the vertical plane of symmetmy behind a finite tri-
~ ~ ~th sfiswc lex edes. WY h- also detemined
an apprcmimte solution for the downwash in the vicinity of this line
at an infinite distance behind the wing. The Schlicting vortex theory
.can be used to calculate the dowmash induced by various span load
distributions. The concepts eql~ =e ~ogous .tothe l?mndtl
lift@g-line theory and aE suoh consider only the spmwise lift
distribtiion-and henoe neglect emy possible effects of chordwise lift
distribution.
.
No determination has been made of the downwash throughout the
induced.flow field of a swept wing in supersonic flow. The solution
for the down.sh field for a lifting triangle of infinite chord is
‘ basio to the solution for the dowuwash field of any finite swept
wing wherein the contribution of the tips and the trailing edge =e
to be detemined by the mthod of lift cancellation as employed by
Lagerstrom in reference 4. For a f~te swept wing, the c~ical
down..h field of the lifting triangle of Minite chord represents
the entire downwash field except for the regions of influence of
the tips and trailing edge. Within these regians, it represents
an appreciable contributim to the downwash.
The propose of the present investigation was to determine
analytical expressions for the dowmwash throughout the entire induced
flow field for flat lifting triangles of infinite chord with either
subsonic or supersonic leading edges. These expressions are used in
the Constructim of nondimensional dowmwash cherts, which, when used
in conjunction with the lift-cance12ation method, provide a practical
mans of determining the dowwa sh field for fWte suept wings. Although
the analysis was garried out for %2 = 2, the charts are presented
in a form makhg them applicable to auy supersonic ~ch nuniber. The
c-s =e subject to the usual limitations of linear theory.
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X’,y’,z’
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Prim?xrysymbols
angle of attack
real part of a complex function
free-stream velocity , &
free-stream Mach number
cotangent of
slope of the
streamwise
th6 sweep angle of the wihg leadtng edge
surface of the wedge section in the
direction
longitudinal, lateral, and norml coordinateswith the
origin at the apex aud the z = O plane coincident
with the chord plane of the wing. (The positive
directions are indicated in fig. 1-)
oblique coordinates, x’ = q, y: = ~, z‘ =Zm
potentid of the prturbat ion velocities
perturbation velocities in x–, y-, and z~irect ions,-
respectively ,
d-ash function (w + i=)
harmonic conju@e of w
complex variable (seie)
J(y/x)2+(z/x)2
y/x)2-(z/x)2 .
[1t~-1 izM(z/x)
rh!Eizr1+ 1+?
dawnwash angle (-/Vo)
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E(J=) complete elliptic
mcdulus ~=
integral of the second kind with
F(E,~~ ) incomplete”eld.lpticintegral of the first kind with
modulus ~Q and sine amylitude (j
-.
. L “$”“E dI 1+= J1-(1+304 )gz 1
E(E, ~~ ) incomplete e~iptic integal of the second kind with
modulus J1*04 and sineamplitude ~
c
T
6
F=
‘i
Er
El
k
k?
an
cn
con8tant of integration
real pxt of a complex ~iable
imaginary partof a complex variable
real partof ths incomplete elliptic Megr&l. of the
first kind
real pmt of the incomplete elJ_ipticintegrel of the
second ldnil
--- of the ticomplete el.lifiicintegral of
the second kind .
modulus of elliptic integrals (J!)
comodulus of elliptic integrals (~~)#
Jacobian stne amplitude elliptic function
Jacobian cosine amplitude elliptIc function
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an Jacobian delta amplitude elliptic function
J h sn(Fr,k)
& sn(Fi,kX)
P incomplete elliptic integral of first MM of sine
amplitude ~ and modulus k
Subscripts
P value at point P
Q value at point Q
c, value at Mach cone
Wc value between ylane wave and I&ch cone
1 refers to complex variable ~
2 refers to complex variable q
r refers td real part of a complex vsriable
i refers to imaglnsry part of a complex variable
LIFTING ‘mrANcm OF IN??- momm
SUPERSONIC LEAINIGEIXIES
In th6 theory of supersonic conical flow, the downwash field of
a flat lifting triangle is symmetrical about both the chord plane and
the vertical plane of symmetry. The downwash field above or below the
flat lifting triangle at angle of attack a is the same as the do-
wash field below a nonlifting triangular wing of the same plan form
with a stresnwise wedg~haped section of half angle a, since the
flows above and below the wings are tndepetient. (See fig. 1.) !l?he
dowmwash field for this nonlifting triangular wing msybe determined
from its streamwise ~erturbation velocity field which maybe obtained
from the results presented byR. T. Jones in reference 6. The stream-
wise perturbat~on velocity field, or the &field, for the nonl&Mng
triangular wing is the sum of the Xields for two line pressure
sources coincident with its leading edges. Similarly, the downwash
field for the wing is the sum of the dowmuash fields for the two lb
pressure sources. However, since the downwash field for one line
—--.----?..., —.. . ..-— ----— ---- .-— — y-. .-,.. — ____ ..
.!.
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source is the reflection in the xz–plane of the downwaah field for
the other line source, it is sufficient to detemine an expression
for the downwash of a single line source. The complete dowawash field
is then determined as the sum of the field givenby this expression
and the field givenby this same expression with the sign of the
lateml dimension reversed.
R. T. Jones in reference 6 gives the following equation for the
perturbation velocity u at any given point in the field for a line
pressure source in front of the Mach cone.
(1)
I 1/1In this equation dz dx is equal to a as previously discussed.
It should also be pointed out that the positive root of the radical ‘
~yt2 + Z,* should be-used in conjunction with the principal value
of the inverse cosine. In the succeeding analysis, the downwash
field for the upper surface of the nonlifting wing will be determined.
However, since the downwash field for this wing is antisymmetric about ,
the chord plane, it will be necessary to reverse the sign o%.che
result for application to the upper surface of the lifting triangle.
The perturbation potential q at any point P my be evaluatd
as the line integral of u along the line pzallel to the X-axis
through the point P.
(2)
for which the lower limit X2 corresponds to a point outside the
region of influence of the line source where the values of Q emd u
are zero. The region of influence of the line-source is bounded by
the Mach cone and the plane waves from the line source tangent to the
l.kchCOI1.e.(See fig. 1.) Figure 2 shows two possible paths of integration
for equation (2). The path correspondingto point P of this figure
intersects only the I&ch cone; whereas the path correspondingto point
Q intersectsboth the plane wave (y’2+z’2 = O) and the &ch cone
(X2 = Y2+Z2) . Consider first point P: The perturbation potential
is given by
.
(3)
.—-—,> —~— ,., ---- - .-- —,--..,
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The vertioal velooity oomponent is obtained.by differentiation
of~. ThW
iwwxauti,’%=az=fA== z,
(4)
sinoe at the lower lipit u = O inaooord.anoewith equation (l).
M consideringpoint Q, it fs convenient to evalua~ equation
(2) in several stew: first through the plane wave, then from the
plane wave to the I&oh cone, and finally from the Mach cone to the
point Q.
term CosA h ‘-w ‘he ‘went ‘we’ ‘he ‘“e OfJ:Y(xt/ y’2+zt2) in equation (1] jumps from O to m;
the discontinuity in u is finite, and there is no discontinuity
in q. Hence, the lower limit of the inte
?
s may be taken as the
z Ili=l
value of x at the plane wave, y/m + ~. Between the plane
wave and the Mach oone the value of u is constant at - V+/J=
so that within this regton the potential.is
Y d=
%C “J ~J_ ~=-;~(vm-)
m2-1
;+-
m
(5)
(6)
This equation shows that the vertioal velooity is oonstant in the
whole region between the plane wave and the Mach oone. I
When the integration is oarried fra the Maoh oone to point Q,
it is noted from eqmtion (5) tbdt the potential at the Mach oone is
and therefore the potential at point Q is
PQ
‘-s(---’=) ‘J&=‘“
.
.
.
(7)
(8)
—----—-——,-,---- .—— ——___
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8Differentiating to obtain the vertical velocity
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(9)
4*Z
and (9) give the yalue of the vertical velocity at
Although both equations contain the sam integral,
I@Ations (4)
points P anLI\Q.
the aotwl value of the integral will depend on the path of ix.rte&ation.
The integral is evaluated in Appendix A for each path; thus,.for
point P
and for point Q
If the values of the integral given by equations (10) and (U-) are
substituted into equations (4) and(9), resgeotively, identical results
for the vertical velocities at points P and Q are obtained. Thus
(12) .
Equation (U!) represents the vertical velocity due to one line-
pressure source. The vertical velocity due to both pressure sources
is obtained by adding to this result the contribution of the other
pressure source which is determined by substituting -y for y in
equation (X?). In accordance with previous considerateions, the
vertioal.velocity for the trimgular lifting * is of opposite sign
to the vertical velocity due to the two press~e sources, thus
7+
w=-—
{[
00s-=
y(y-mx)+z2
x JF=V(Y-P +2 (@-l) 1
+ OOSL
[
Y(Y+mx +22
@= J(Y+~)2 +@ (-11 1}
.—.— ... —— ------
.._ T,.
.-, .,’
, ..’ -
(13)
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LIFITNG TRIANGLE OF IIW?INITECHORD WITE
SUBSONIC IIFADmG Elms
.0
‘Ihelift of a flat triangular wing with leading edges swept behind
the Mach cone has been treated theoretically by H. J. Stewart in refb~
ence 7. In that paper a d-iferential equation is derived for the
comple~ downwash fumtion, the real part of which is the vertical
velocity. To detemnine the vertical velocity w, it is necesssry to
integrate the differential equation
the solution.
In the notation of this paper,
and detemine the raal part of
Stewartts differential equation is
dw 2Wa (1+!)2
z= “—
~
mE(a/1+1112)(p’+so2)s’2
(14)
The actual integration of this equation is accomplished in
Appendix B, from which it is found &t
w = W+iti= 2v&so [(1+2s02) F(E;@+04 )
m(J=) (1+s.2)2
In this equation, the complex variables 5 @ rI are related to
y/x and z/x by the following equations:
3 (y/x) + f (z/x)
= 1 +&(y/x)* -(z&)=
‘=&
(16)
(17)
(18)
The value of the constant C maybe determined from the boundary
condition that w = –Voa on the wing.
-—.-— —. .. ____ . .. . . . ....+ _-, _. _____ ~
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The vertical velocity w is the real part of the dowmwash
function W h equation (15). Thus, it is necessary to determine
the real pa@ of the elliptic integr@ls apparing in the equation. “
The methmls used to obtain the real part of the incomplete elliptic
integals of the first and second kinds are described in Appendixes C
emd D, respectively. Using the results of @ese a~endixes, the
final e~ression for the vertical velocity is
2VOOX30
w=
{
(1+2s02) F(&, ~)
m(/=) (1+s02)2
(1-s.4) U2 Jh= (1+2) [1-(1-S04)X2J
}
(19)
1-U2 [1-(1+04)X21
On the basis of conical flow considerations,the vertical velocity
is constant along rays through the apex of the lifting triangle and
thus depends only on y/x and z/x. In order to determine the vefiical
velocity for a ray defined by y/x and z/x, the real and imaginary ,
parts of E and T must be determined in accordance with equations
(16), (17), and (18). From T1 and bl, the real and image parts of
g, the values of a= and kl are o%tained using equations (C12) and
(C13). Similsmly, ‘valuesof U2 and X2 are calculated for the
complex variable q uf!ingthese same equations. The vertical velocity
w for the ray defined by y/x and z/x is then determined from
equation (19) using these values of al, Xly a2t and X2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Downwash Charts
The equations presented
the downwash at any point in
triangles of infinite chord.
dowmash charts for a nunber
edge sweep singleused-in.the
in this report permit determination of
the induced flow fields of lifting
The equations have been used to determks
of such surfaces. The range of Madm
calculation is sufficient to include
.
.
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‘allpraotioal oonfigumtions, and the number of lifting surfaoes for
whioh the oharts have been detemined is sufficient to yermit inte%
polation. The darts are presented ip figuree 3(a) to 3(h) and show
lines of oonstit d~/da within the &oh cone in a plane perpendicular
to the flight direotion. Sinoe the downwash field is oonioal, the
downwash patten is simihr in all planes perpendicular to the flight
.direotion. Only one quadrant of the Maoh oone is shown since the
downwash pattern is symmetrical with respect to %oth the horizontal
and vertical planes of symmetry.
h determining the ohaxts for”the various lifting triangles,
the values of de/da were calculated at a number of points in the
Mach cone for ~ =@. The lines of consteat de/da were then
determined from cross plots. Altho h the calculationshave been “
made for
7
=@, in which case 7de da depends only on ‘m,
y/x, and z x, it can be shown by the G1.auert-Prandtlrule that
de/da for ~ Mach number depends only on m ~~, (y~~) 1x,
end (z@@-1)/x. These parameters have been utilized in the charts
of fi
r
e 3 so that the results are applicable at Mach numbers other
than 2.*
In determining the value of de/da at any petit in the field
‘for a given finite swept whgj the value of de/da for the
corresponding lifting triangle of infinite chord is first determ~d
from figure 3. If the point tn question is not within the region
influenced by the trailing edge or the tips, this value wilJ represent
the total de/da. However, if the point lies within the region of
influence of the trailing %dge or tips, the value determined “from
figure 3 represents only part Qf the actual value of de/da. For a
finite lifting triangle, the remvining part, which consists of the
contribution to the downwash of *be trailing edge, can be determined
by the method of Iagerstrom (reference 4). In the more general case
of a finite swept wing, it is neaessary to take accoun~ of the sweep
angle of ths trailing edge and the effect of the tips by a similar
method of lift canoel.lation.
Variation of Dowhwash Distribution With .
Leadi_e Sweep Angle
The plots of figure 3 phow the ohanges in the dowuwaah distrib~
tion as the sweep angle of the leading edge is inoreased with respeot
‘ to the Mach oone. When the leading edge of the wing is considembly
ahead of the Maoh oone (hrge values of m~~-), &/da is large
throughout the Maoh oone and the rate of ohange of &/ti with distance
shove or below the ohord plane is small.for considemble distances from
.- -----
..- —.—... . . .. . . . -——-—— ----
.,.—..—— -. ...-— ——--- —. - .- -------- ------- .- —.’
,., ,.
-,
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,
the chord plane. Between the Mach cone and the plane waves from the
leading edges, which are tangent to the Mach cone, the value of de/aa
is constant and equal to unity. The surfaces of constant downwash
intersect at the lines of tangency of the plane waves and the Mach
cone. AE the sweep of the leading edge is increased (m~~
decreases), the line of tangency moves along the Mach cone toward
the chord plane and the rate of change of de/da with distance from
the chord plane increases. When m.~’ approaches 1, the lines
of tangency and the leadimg edge approach coincidence on the I&h
cone; and when m~~ is equal to 1, the surfaces of constant
downwash intersect on this line of co@cidence.
When the leading edge beoomes subsonio, there are two qualitative
changes in the downwash pattern. First, the surfaces of oonstant
downwash interseot at the leading edges rather than at the lines of
tangency, which no longer exist; seaond, a region of upwaeh oocurs
between the Mach cone and the leading edge. This region of upwash
inoreases in extent as the sweep of the leading edge increases. h
addition, the rate of ohange of &/da with distanoe above or,below
the lifting surfaoe inoreases rapidly, and the downwash near the
surface of the I&oh o.onebecomes very small. In the limit, as the
direotion of the 19ading edge coinoides with the free+ tream direotion,
the downwash field disappeam.
Additional Factors Affecting
the Dowmwash
When the charts of this report are used in conjunction with the
lift-cancellationmethod to obtain the dmmwash behind finite swept
_, cefiin factors whioh have not been discussed thus far must
be considered. In the linearized.theory of supersonic flow the
assumption is made that tie tmiling vortex sheet is coincident with
the extended chord @ane. This assumption, although valid for very
small angles of attack, will probably cause an appreciable error at
large angles of attaok for which the ailing vortex sheet is dis–
placed frm the extended ohord plane due to the aotion of the downwash.
An additional effeot, which isimportant in the immediate vioinity of
the wake boundaries, is inflow to the wdce resulting fran the visoous
properties of the fluid. The influence on the downwash at subsonio
speeds of these two faotors has been investigated and methods for
predicting their filuence have been reported in referenoe 1. However,
sufficient experimental data are not yet available to yermit the
development of similar methods for supersonic flow.
Another factor that is neglected by the Mnear theory is the
.
.
—.—. —---
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Gurling up of the vortex sheet behind the wing tips. This efteot is .
negleoted in subsonio flow oaloulations for conventional high+mpect-
ratio wings. However, for the low-aEpeot-ratiowings whioh will
probably be used with some t~es of supersonic airoraft, this effeot
may be important.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Moffett Field, Calif.
AI?PETUUXA
EVALUATION OF lWDWRAL IN EQUATIONS (4) m (9)
The integral to be evaluated is
in whioh
u=- r.,. ‘$+ 00s-. (dy-x;z,,)
(Al)
(A2)
The value of hfiz is determined from equation (A2) and substituted
into equation (Al.),with the quantities x:, y~, sad Z! re@aced by
X+.lly,y%ax, W z~S, resyectivel.y. Thus
(A3)
X+ny 1
[
y&-1 )=2 J*–1 _ y( m?-1 )+2JrlF-1s
2mzJa3 y+z ~l””rim y+?@l--m 1
(A4)
the integmtion oan
two partBl ThUE
be aooumplished.by sep!u%ting the integml into
-.. —-. ———. .. ... ... .. ..— -— . . . . . -
-——.——- -——: ~ —.—.___ —z —.- ——. —.. -.--. —
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}
x
&==
Before substituting the limits, it is convenient to re@ace the
inversetangent difference by the equivalent inverse cosine.
x
{[
y(y+.m) + Z2
I . ‘d COB–I
m 1}JY2+Z=’ J(Y--d=-@(*l) —&+z2
(A5)
(A6)
In this equation the positive roots of the radicals are to be used
together with the principal values of the inverse cosine. At the
lower limit where
X2 = J=+Z2
and
(x+my)2= (y+x)2-z2(n=l)
the princi@ value of the inverse cosine ie zero for y<x/m and
fi for y>x/m. It can be shown from figdre 2 that y<x/m correspond
to point P and y >x/m correspo= to point Q.
!lherefore,for yoint P
and for point Q
INTEGRATION OF
In dete-n.g W
APPENDIX B
STEWRT fS D~ EQUM?ION
from Stewart’s differenti~ ~~tion
(A7)
(A8)
.
0
—— —.
.—— —-.
,. —————— -..
, -.-–:.”’,,, .,. :,.,---
..’,
.15
0
it is convenient to express
integrals
(1+{2)2
(y+so*) “2 (L*+*)3/2 (Bl)
the downwash function as ths sum of three
(B2)
Introducing the change of independent variable
E c=—
&iF
the first two integrals heccme
f
%
.
(~2+so2) 3/2 fl-i
0
— —
(B3)
(B4)
“i Jl+
=—
aO*$h-(l-so~)gz
(B5)
Making use of the tremsformation
‘=&
(B6)
..__ _.. . ____ ._
-,— . . . . . .--— .—.— .—.
———— --—— —.. . —–.——-_
._. . —_______
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the .thtrdintern becomes
Substituting these results
tlownwashfunction becoms
w = W+iq =
+
‘ ~h-] -Fh&=i@
=(1 – S04)
(B7)
tito equation
2v#.so
[
(1+2s02)
ti(J’j (1+s02)2
E(E,/’) + F(v,m) -
The const=t C it3
is zero on the Mach
to be chosen so that
cone.
(B2) the equation for the
F(~,q/’)
1E(q,q/~) + C (B8)
w, the real part of W,
APPENDIX c
RETERKUWTIOli OF ‘I!EEREAL PART OF THE IKCOMFIETE
ELLIPTIC INTEGMG OF TEE FIRSTHND
The Jacobian normal form of the incomplete elliptic integral
of the first Mnd in the complex plane is detemined as follows:
J’T+i6F(‘T+ i8,k) s
o mdk 0
(cl)
In determining the real. end hmginary parts Fr and Fi of this
integral, it is convenient to introduce the Jacobian sine amplitude
elliptic function,
sn (Fr + iii,k) = T + ib (C2) “
.-. ——— .-
-,’ -., , .r - -..-—- ,, .— ——— -——
~,’.
.. ,.,
.. ”.’ ‘
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Making use of thk addition formula for the sine am@itude function
,sn(Fr,k)c~(iFi,k)ti(iFijk)+sn(iFi,k)cn(Frjk)ti(Fr,k)
sn(Fr+iFi,k) =
l-kasn2(Fr)k)sn2(~i, k)
(C3)
Substituting the following relationships
i sn(l?t,k~)
sn(iii,k) =
cn(Fi,kl)
1
cn(iFi,k) = 1
cn(Fi,k~)
dn(iFi,k)
‘m
}
{C4)
J
equation (C3) becomes
sn(Frjk)ti(Fijkt)+i sn(Fijk’)~(Fijk’ )Cn(Frjk)ti(Frjk)
sn(F#F~k) =
cnz(Fi,kt)+kasna(Fr,k)sna(Fi,kt)
(C5)
Separating equation (C5) intp its real.sdl imag- psrts
sn(Fr,k)dn(Fi,kt)
T= (c6) .
cn2(Fi,kt)+k2sn2(Fr,k)sn2(Fi,kt)
(5
sn(Fi,kt)cn(Fi,kt)cn(Fr,k)dn(Fr,k)
(C7)
= cn2(Fi,kt)+k%n2(Fr,k)sn2(Fi,kt)
Introducing the substitutions
).= sn2(Fr,k) (c8)
u = sna(Fi,kY) (C9)
and making use of the identities
— -.~—--
_.. _ .. . ...
,.’ ,“-
dn(Fr,k) =-
ddFi,k’) =~1-k”~
equations (c6) and (c7) become
T2 = X( l-ks2u)
(1++FAU)2
52 = U(l-u) (1+) (1-A)
( 1+Y+FXU)2
l
(Clo)
(Cla)
#
Simultaneous solution of these equations fields .
~ . [(l+r2%2) - J(l-’%’)= - 4T21 (T2+82) -~ l+k’(T2+82)] 2- 4P T=
a 4i%2 .’ (C12)
(7’+52+)
a=(T2+52-k) - [kk2(T2+62) - l-j ‘ (C13)
Therefore, to find the real and imaginary parts F= and Fi, of
the incomplete el.li@ic integral ~f which the sine amplitude is T+ib,
it is ftist necessary to determine X h u from equations (CX2) and
(c13). ~n from equations (c8) ad (c9), it fo~cws that
Fr = F(.&k) (C14)
Fi . F(fi,ks) “ (C15)
.
-.. ... .. . .-
... . . . .-.-, :
,-, -... ,,- ‘.
. . ,
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IUTERKCMTION OF THE REAL I?ART
EILWI’IC INTEGMLOFT!EE
OF THE INCOMPLETE
SECOND @m
.
.
The Jacobian normal form of the incomplete elliptic integal
of the second kind in the complex plane is given as fol.lows:
h determining the real and imaginary parts ~ and Ei of
this integral, it is convenient to introduce the transformation
E = sn(~,k) = sn(Yr+@ij k) (D2)
where the resl and imaginary parts of w are w and Vi, respec–
tively. With this transformation equation (Dl) $ecomes
where the upper
is evaluated in
JE(~+i6,k) = ‘ ‘~2(vjk)W (D3)
o“
limit
accordsmce with the methmis of Appendix C.
(D4)
h integrating equation (D3) it is convenient to perfom the
integat ion in two steps. The first inte~tion is along the real
axis to Fr, and the second integatlon is along a line parallel to
the imaghary axis from K = Fr to p = Fr+fFi. Thus equation (D3)
becomes
Fr
f
Fi 1
E(~+ib,k) =
f
ti2(~rjk)@@i dn2(Fr+@i, k)@i (D5)
o 0
\
—
. .. .. .— ....— ____ .—-
.-.---. — .— .-—- —.—
.’
i- y,.
--— “—--- -----——— -—--—— —
,
In determining the real pert E& of E(~+i8,k) from equation (M), it is notti that the first B!
integral is real and iE equal to E(sWrjk).
I
The aetermlnation or the real part of the ~eoond integrel of equation (D5) wbe performd
I with the help of the edd.ition formula for the delta amplitude elliptic funotion ,
‘/
dn(F ,ls)dn(i#i,k) -l#sn(Fr,k)sn( iYijk)@Frjk)~(~iJk) I(D6)dn(Fr+~ijk) = ‘. i
l-k%n2(Fr,k)sn2(~ijk)
!
,
Us- the relationships for sn(~i,k), on(~i,k) and dn(fli,k) (See Appendti C.) Inthim
#
;,
equation, and substituting the imaginary part of the resulting expression for dn(Fr+i3i, k) into
“!
the secomi integral yiel.de -
,.;
I
1 ,[
i
r,p i ‘&2(Fr+i+Li,k)dpi= ~sn(~r)k)a(~rjk)~(~r,k) cdvijk’)ti(~ijk’ )dvi”jk’ )
[on2(Pi,k’ )+k%n2(Fr,k)sn2 (pi,k’ )]2
%
I (D7)
1 By direot inte~tion of this equation
,+
,! r.p
“1
I
.. (
Combining the results for ths first and second integrals
% = ~(sflr)k) + k%(Fr,k)cn(Fr,k) dn(Fr,k)sn2(Fi,k1)l-sn2(Fi,k’ )d.#(Fr, k)
—
(Da)
with the substitution of equat Iom (c8) .md ( C9) of Appendix Cj quat ion (Q) become
~
I
I
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E(&k) + k?&/l-k Jl-a u
‘r = l-u(l-ii%)
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(D1O)
Thus the real part of the incomplete elliptic inte~al of the
second kind of sine amplitude T+i5 is obtained by evaluating L
and u from equatians (CM) and (C13) and substituting these values
into equation (D1O).
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